OPEN AND SPACIOUS AS THE SKY
Act I

This is a poetic way of saying that we are essentially nothing but beingness - an existential
matter.
In this little e-book, Seeds of Being cartoons will be sprinkled with some Poems
of Praise and other bridges between profound and profane that spring to mind.
Annamalai Hillock in Tamil Nadu is a lodestone that attracts millions - including
myself, in mysteriously profound ways. Before reaching the hill my visual
creations were sketches in the most basic sense of reproducing whatI saw in the world
around me: mostly hills, trees, animals or human beingsespecially children; the cartoon
form was used in the standard manner whenever I was asked to express the agenda of a
friend . . . such as making a poster for a Polocrosse gymkhana or some such.

Soon after settling down by Annamalai I began making rough little cartoons
using children's stick-figures to send by post to Chitral in North West Frontier
Province where not long before - on my way across from Europe to the hill,
ShahrikiKhan - a servant in the household of my hosts there, used the same
simple figures to tell me about his family long gone. As time went by these
cartoons became vehicles of expression about the five elements which occupied
me greatly in my initial acquaintance with Annamalai [the Fire Lingam of South
India] and also about the foolish and endearing search for meaning that so
occupies people like me who venture to such spiritual hot-spots. Little stickfigure lingams with tiny flames above their heads served that purpose initially
quite well until my Heroine the Seed character emerged: I am a Seed I am.
Here I am in WooWooWorld.

Welcome!

I am a lone stone.
Please be seated..
The rocks are our ancestors, my dear.
From them all the myriad forms have sprung.
The rocks are our progenitors
and our progeny.
They know the seeds.
The rocks are our garden guardians.
They have attained equilibrium
- they no longer need to grow and change.
They are always at home
content they are
at last
to be.

Now that you are comfortable allow me to introduce you to the secular sacred. I believe
this is a timely move; very average people like me are ripe for it now,
now that we can see clean through religion's vested interest in an Afterlife in
Fairy-Lights.

There's no need for the bribery of an Afterlife: everything is immaculate as it is.

At long last
the Fire-Pot-Shop
came to a stop by the holy hill.
The Fire-Pot-Shop pot said to his wares:
You fine lot
will find some happy homes here it's a Fire-Place!
So they set up shop
on a very bright spot
outside the temple entrance.
They shone on all the faces of the passers-by.
My little pots are worth something!
called the Fire-Pot-Shop pot.
And passing by

they started to stop.
The shop pots all mingled among them
and one by one each found its place
just in time for the big festival.
- Light that is one though the lamps be many Those pots had brightened up
with their new companions.
They went up one by one
to the enormous pot
on the very top of the holy hill.
It's the festival of lightthey called to the sky:
The light that you see by
is the light that you are.

So let's just wait and see what happens.
Once there was a pot named Dev
who lived at the Pot Shop
in a Fire Place.
Dev played flute on occasions
with his best friend on drum.
They played for fun.
Up they played and down
and all around the red fire hill
in moonlight.
Two pots named Dev and Devi can't have a relationship!
Exploded his Dad
You'll bear no fruit!

I'll bear my flute said Dev
and she her drum.
Our seeds are in the sky said she.
Down fell the rain.
And in our earth also said he.
Up the sprouts came.
They made a small celebration for family and friends
all sang and danced beneath the orbs
in gently falling rain.
Drop and Flame are inseparable
in our song of love.
Can we not see their interplay
in this shining world
and in the spheres above?

The movement of heaven is full of power.

And even the clouds cannot foretell the future . . . .

They sacrifice chickens at the GungaMa shrine
It is a sacred space.
We saw patches of feathers on the grass
Blood dried on stone.
We heard the kokkok of the hoe in raw earth of the fields
And the shrill DrrrtDrrrt as a tiny little boy drove two bullocks past.
He didn't have any pants on.
GungaMa's tongue protrudes and her eyes roll
She’s riding a Tiger herself.

Here is my anonymous self-portrait.
Every ending New beginning I am.

What are juicy fruits made of?
Juicy fruits, juicy fruits!
. . . . Juicy fruits are made of sunshine and rain. . . .
I am the Apple of your eye and the Sunshine of your smile!
Juicy fruits, juicy fruits!
. . . And gases from the air . . .
Juicy Fruits, Juicy Fruits!

. . . Light as a feather . . .
. . . Altogether! . . .
Juicy fruits, juicy fruits!
All mixed up
Mixed up, mixed up

. . . all mixed up with . . .

. . . . A little mineral from the soil.
A little mineral
from
the sooooiiilll!

This is something Tagore wrote:

But he didn't write this:
Long long ago
when hills had wings
the Elephants
- who also flew were rain-makers.
They made rain
and the sea sung songs
and up in the rollicking billowy elephant cloudy sky
Elephants knew just how to fly.
These words were put together in honour of one of India's marvellous myths.
India is the great love of my life. My dear mother died when I was young but
eventually Mother India became my hearth and home, my mentor.
At home in her I played intimately within a divinely meaningful family
relationship: every part interconnected within the immaculate Whole.
Guided by her many gods I found a secular-sacred perspective, a perfect
domain for cartoon:

Now, all please honour our Celestial Beings!
Honour all the Elemental Deities too:

Water comes first. Then Earth, then Fire, then Air, then Ether.
What is Ether you may ask?
Maybe this is what Higgs Boson means. Who knows?

Fullness and emptiness
Wax and wane within me
I am time.
Every ending new beginning I am.
I pass you by
I take you for a ride
. . . Nothing lives long goes your song . . .
Only mountains
And sky.
Regard your reflection
Whom do you see?
You see me my little lovely

Just me.
You bide your time
You sprout seeds, discourage weeds.
To whom do the fruits belong?
To Earth, Sunand Moon but not to you.
Oh no. Not to you.
What's in your bundle, your burden?
Your Story!!?
You cannot get away with this!
Your story unfolds within me
I divulge it to you bit by bit.
This Once-upon-a-time belongs to me, my dear,
Only to me!
Don't become too wrapped up in this:
You are not the star
You are the screen.
Can you catch the in-between of the next moment
And hold it as with your very teeth?
Try.

Well what about my doubts you ask.
Your doubts!!
Have no doubts!!
Be comforted my dear.
The pain of empty-handedness will pass
I heal all wounds.
Every valley shall be exalted
And the rough places smoothed.
In sleep you pass me by for the time being
( What a trick!)
but with love I give to you the benefit of your doubts
So why not utilise it in the nick of time
to capture the seed of awakening:
The very first I-am?!
Catch it if you can.

You are free - you have nothing to lose.
When illusion leaves it takes no time.
So be consoled:
I obscure your light from you
In daylight robbery
But you will see through me eventually love
For the light reveals itself to itself
All in the proper time.

I am an enigma.
For many years in great peace by Annamalai these cartoons encapsulated the
life thrived in the sacred space called Arunachalam within sight of a mountain worshipped
for millennia as the Destroyer of Ignorance.
This is the end of Act I. Time for Refreshments!

OPEN AND SPACIOUS AS THE SKY
Act II

As Simon Gray said in An Unnatural Pursuit: What inspiration I have goes into getting it not
quite right in the first place.
Allow me to continue:
Until I reached Annamalai I was pushing upward against the stone walls of my life in an alien
culture: my native place.

Having surmounted that old stone wall, the cartoons help me put things into
perspective with love. As do poems.

Once upon a time three bears lived at the bus-stand.
An unused old cold-drink stand near the tea-stall
became their home.
Sometimes at night someone would curl up and go to sleep
on top of the old cold-drink stand
but Bears just love the sound of snores.
They didn't beg for food.
They wouldn't dance.
They waited until the last bus had gone
then they and their shadows loped quietly across to the tiffin stall
where they sat down
and ordered their food like anyone else.
During the day when the bus-stand was very noisy
and far too many people jostled about
they lay under the counter of the old cold drink stand
absorbed in the magazines
that people very kindly left for them to read.

Here you see a sea of stone walls.

In Australia recently a sea of stone walls suddenly began to crumble one by one,
astonishing me as I sat up in bed attending to my office on a frosty Melbourne
morning. These stone walls had been hindering me majestically for some months
but within a very short while, all had been resolved - every last mother's son of
them.And before breakfast too!Ah-ha! I thought; everything's clearing all of a sudden!.
Amazing!So what to do today?
I reached for my diary and found that the entry for the day was this: Mercury stations today.
Then and there my monkey mind had nooption but to recognise the immaculate Whole
once again – as does happen fromtime to time: suddenly there is no me, no monkey, no
Mercury nor even my stone wallscrumbling off into the distance. So you see: even Mercury
Retrograde entices usnearer and nearer to Enlightenment. This what 'immaculate' means.

Some cups overfloweth and some don't.
Some cups sit on mountains of things
And can't see the sky
And some are filled with seething desires
Without knowing why.
There are cups who share
And cups who despair
And ones who seek the way
For all of us cups are as empty
As the space between night and day.
Some search in books for directions
Some follow a likely pot
For the space that pervades each vessel
Is a space that we like a lot.

Hip hip hooray! It's pig day today
Father Bear sits in his chair.
Mother Bear will bake
a great big special cake
for all the pigs to eat
and Baby Bear will say:
What a lovely day
to honour all you pigs
for the good work that you do
snorfling around
nosing up the ground
eating up all the mucky stuff
and wagging your tails
day after day.
All Good for you Pigs! What a life it is!
Hooray Hooray!

I remember the times that we have spent together
. . . . the softness of your eyes . . . .
There were difficulties in the beginning.
Sometimes our sweet sad clouds hung low
and twisted thorn-vines gnashed between our ears.
Then sunlight found us floating with the lily-pads
laughing softly at nothing much at all
or moonlight bathed us gazing long, lost and cool,
restored.
Wandering content down lanes and by-ways with no direction
we discovered certain secret spots
we acknowledged the moon.
Lying quiet
idly watching passers-by through spears of grass,
we spun our own cocoon.
We threw our caps up to the sky
And gazed on old familiar paths
with newborn eyes.
We whispered in our womb.

Gratitude is the nearest and dearest to our beingness, it fosters and nourishes
our courage and courage is all you need in love of life.

I am the wellspring of creativity
abiding within all sentience - all.
I reach into the unknown
way, way beyond.
I know the way
no maps I need.
I am Anonymous.
I am the centre where spaciousness abides unfettered
- fountain of ingenuity - heart of gratitude from the very depths I overflow.

Sobeit

